Box 12.3

What Did Paul Look Like?
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Church tradition offers no descriptions of the physical appearance of Jesus, but one
second-century work does provide a description of Paul (Acts of Paul and Thecla 3):
Paul appeared to observers as “a man small of stature, with a bald head and crooked legs, in a
good state of body, with eyebrows meeting and nose somewhat hooked.”*

Is this accurate? The description is sufficiently early to be informed by actual memory and,
furthermore, does not present a flattering portrait such as might suggest idealization. It also
accords with passages from Paul’s letters that suggest his outward appearance was unimpressive (2 Cor. 10:10; Gal. 4:13–15). Martin Luther voiced his own (uninformed) opinion on
this subject: “I think that Paul was a pathetic, ugly, and scruffy little man—like Philipp.” Luther
apparently was referring to his friend Philipp Melanchthon.†
*W. Schneemelcher, New Testament Apocrypha, trans. R. McL. Wilson (Louisville: Westminster Press, 1964), 2:354.
†See Abraham Malherbe, “A Physical Description of Paul,” in Paul and the Popular Philosophers (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1989), 165–70.

Jerusalem (9:26–29), which is not something we would have surmised from his
letters (see Gal. 1:22). More to the point, Acts reports on an apostolic council
in Jerusalem at which the question of gentile inclusion was discussed and a
compromise decision reached: no circumcision required, but other restrictions
would apply (15:1–35). If the meeting of this council is the same event as the
“private meeting” that Paul says he had with church leaders in Galatians 2:1–10,
then the two accounts of that meeting have to be regarded as widely diverse
and probably irreconcilable. Some scholars think that the accounts refer to
two completely different meetings: a private meeting between Paul and a few
apostles in Galatians 2:1–10 and a churchwide apostolic council in Acts 15:1–35.
If that is the case, we are left to wonder why Paul never mentions a council
or a decision that Acts presents as foundational for his subsequent ministry.
However these matters are resolved, most scholars do not think that the account of the apostolic council reported in Acts 15 warrants much attention in a
Pauline biography. Even those who defend the account as historically accurate
will admit that, while Luke seems to have regarded what transpired there as
extremely important, Paul does not appear to have taken it very seriously. There
is no evidence in his letters that he ever favored or promulgated the decision
that the book of Acts indicates was reached at that council.

circumcision: a
surgical procedure
that removes the
foreskin of a penis; in
the Jewish tradition,
the rite is viewed as a
sign of the covenant
that God had made
with Israel.

Missionary Work in the Mediterranean World
We know from Paul’s letters that eventually he left the areas of Syria and
Cilicia, in which he had been at home for a considerable period of time, and
ventured out into provinces of the Roman Empire north of the Mediterranean
Sea. The bulk of this work appears to have occurred in four major areas: Galatia,
Asia, Macedonia, and Achaia. As maps 10.1, 10.2, and 10.3 illustrate, these
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